
It's been six months since Deka freed the goddesses in 
the ancient kingdom of Otera, and discovered who she 
really is... 

But war is waging across the kingdom, and the real battle 
has only just begun. For there is a dark force growing in 
Otera – a merciless power that Deka and her army must 
stop.

Yet hidden secrets threaten to destroy everything Deka
has known. And with her own gifts changing, Deka must 
discover if she holds the key to saving Otera... or if she 
might be its greatest threat.



The Faceless Ones have returned to our universe. The bad 
guys have won. 

With the end of everything just days away – and no longer 
able to rely on Valkyrie Cain – Skulduggery must make allies 
of enemies if he's going to stand any chance of saving what's 
left of the world. And just when things are looking their 
bleakest, they manage to get even worse, with Omen Darkly 
suddenly having to step up when his brother, the Chosen 
One, falls.

There's a lot going on. Most of it is bad. Sorry about that. 



In Taisho-era Japan, Tanjiro Kamado is a kindhearted boy who makes a 
living selling charcoal. But his peaceful life is shattered when a demon 
slaughters his entire family. His little sister Nezuko is the only survivor, 
but she has been transformed into a demon herself! Tanjiro sets out on 
a dangerous journey to find a way to return his sister to normal and 
destroy the demon who ruined his life.

After dealing with several demonic enemies aboard the Infinity Train, 
Tanjiro, Zenitsu and Inosuke must face the demon spirt of the train itself! 
Even if they can stop the demon train, the minions of Muzan Kibutsuji are 
still out there and Tanjiro must continue to improve his strength and 
skills. Learning the secret of the Hikonami Kagura and Flame Breathing 
will give him a powerful new advantage!



Everyone knows that Nick and Charlie are the perfect 
couple – that they’re inseparable. But now Nick is leaving 
for university, and Charlie will be left behind at Sixth 
Form. Everyone’s asking if they’re staying together, which 
is a stupid question – they’re ‘Nick and Charlie’ for God’s 
sake!

But as the time to say goodbye gets inevitably closer, both 
Nick and Charlie question whether their love is strong 
enough to survive being apart. Or are they delaying the 
inevitable? Because everyone knows that first loves 
rarely last forever… 



A beautiful collection of poems about the highs and lows of one 
week in a secondary school, where everything happens all at 
once.

Winner of the 2019 CLiPPA award.

Zooming in across our cast of characters, we share moments that 
span everything from hoping to make it to the end of the week, 
facing it, fitting in, finding friends and falling out, to loving lessons, 
losing it, and worrying, wearing it well and worshipping from afar.

In Everything All At Once, Steven Camden's poems speak to the 
kaleidoscope of teen experience and life at secondary school.



Golden Son continues the saga of Darrow, a rebel forged by tragedy,
battling to lead his oppressed people to freedom.

Darrow’s kind have been betrayed and denied by their elitist
masters, the Golds – and their only path to liberation is revolution.
He becomes a Gold, infiltrating their privileged realm so that he can
destroy it from within.

A lamb among wolves in a cruel world, Darrow finds friendship,
respect, and even love –but also the wrath of powerful rivals. To win
the war that will change humankind’s destiny, Darrow must confront
treachery, overcome his desire for retribution – and strive not for
violent revolt but a hopeful rebirth.



The adventures of the most unfortunate Legend Hunter ever to 
don fighting armour and pick up a desiccator continue...

Finn's been through so much, he'll now be allowed do what he 
wants with the rest of his life, right? Wrong.

Whether he likes it or not, he's going to be made a proper 
Legend Hunter. But then suddenly people start disappearing, 
Legends are appearing where they shouldn't, Broonie's
complaining, and an attack so big is coming that Finn has the 
weight of the world on his shoulders.


